
Grade Two
Museum Tour Add-ons:

Pedley Pony Race- 30 minutes
Grab one of the museum’s hobby horses and 
race through our obstacle course collecting 
special items. $10/class

History Savers- 1 hour 30 minutes
Take an in depth and hands-on look at the people 
behind the scenes at museums. Encapsulate a 
photograph, sculpt an artifact, test your memory 
and design a museum for your classroom! $3/
participant

Pioneer Life Skills- 1 hour
Become a pioneer for a day! Learn how to make 
butter, wash and hang clothes to dry and create a 
pioneer toy to take home. $3/participant

Pedley Puppet Show- 30 minutes 
Join our friendly mascot, Pedley the Packhorse 
as he gets children laughing and learning about 
local history. $10/class

Train Conductor Hat Craft- 15 minutes $1/
participant

Mail-A-Pony- At school
Write to any of the four museum mascots about 
what life is like for a workhorse during Hinton’s 
early years. Each student receives a custom 
‘hoof’ written letter. $25 class

Birch Tree Art-1 hour 30 minutes
Make a day of creativity by adding this art class 
to your program. Participants learn new art 
techniques and create a surprisingly beautiful 
piece that honours the woods we live in and 
share with our community and wildlife. 
$8/participant

Ziplock Flashlight Craft- 45 minutes
Create art and a game with this reusable and 
unique art project.  $2/participant

Wool Dryer Balls- 45 minutes
Make two alpaca dryer balls. The wool is locally 
sourced and the participants will learn how to 

turn raw materials into useful modern household 
items. $5/participant

3D Wearable Paper Horse Mask- 45 minutes
Create a wearable horse mask from paper with 
some imagination and ingenuity. Decorate it to 
make it your own. $4/participant

Garden Bugs- 45 minutes
Paint rocks to create cute bugs to take home
$2/participant

Paper Cactus Art- 30 minutes
Colour and create your own paper cactus to 
take home-plus plant it in a pot-no maintenance 
required! $4/participant

Ziplock Flower Art- 30 minutes
Press your own flower to take home. 
$2/participant

Wishing Jar- 30 minutes
Forage local flora to place inside a small glass 
container and wear it as a necklace!
$4/participant 

Shaving Cream Trees Art- 1 hour
Combining print making and shaving cream to 
create a beautiful piece of art.  $4/participant

Elk on the Shelf Reading- 30 minutes
Join your friendly Elk on a Shelf to clean up the 
museum and save the environment!
$10/class

Animal Tracks-1 hour 30 minutes
Recreate animal tracks out of plaster of paris to 
take home. $5/participant

Survival Program -1 Hour
Keep yourself safe if you get lost with this hands 
on lesson plus take home a survival kit.
$10/Participants

Voyageur Canoe 3D Printable- 30 minutes
Create your own canoe on the river to take home.
$1/participant



Moose Antler Headband
Make these cute and quirky antlers to wear.
$1/participant

Teck Equipment 3D Printable- 30 minutes
Take home scale paper models of equipment 
used by CRO.
$1/participant

Coal Slime/Fire Slime- 30 minutes
Experiment with slime! Take home either fire 
slime or coal slime made with real coal!
$3/participant

Mason Jar Sand Dunes-30 minute
Make a diorama depicting the Brule Sand Dunes 
with Brule Sand!
$5/participant

Solar Oven S’mores- Sun dependant
Create a solar oven to melt chocolate and 
marshmallows to create s’mores
$1/participant

Pedley Scavenger Hunt- 30 minutes
Locate the 20 Pedleys hidden inside the 
museum and colour their corresponding place 
on your puzzle sheet to create a unique art 
piece.
$1/participant

Fire Starting-1 hour
Start a fire using 4 different methods (weather 
permitting).
$50/class

Beaver Boardwalk Tour-1 hour 30 minutes to 2 
hours
Walk the trails and boardwalk and learn about 
the flora, fauna and the history of the region. 
$40/class

Forestry Interpretive Tour-1 hour
Walk the trails and learn the flora, fauna and 
history of the region
$35/class

Wishing Jar- 30 minutes
Forage local flora to place inside a small glass 
container and wear it as a necklace!
$4/participant


